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Buyer’s Remorse Is Resulting in More Contract Terminations Than Usual
Multiple offers are still very comfers. Naturally, my sellers accepted
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As a broker, I have been on both accepted their offer.
sides of this dynamic. Just last
The lesson for me was that in
month I had a condo listing that went future multiple offer situations, I will
under contract for $10,000 above the ask those questions of the first buylisting price with four competing ofer, instead of the second.

Sales Continue to Outpace
New Listings

Data Limited to Non-Foothills
Jefferson County Listings
Source: Metrolist

New Listings Entered Each
Month on the MLS Have
Doubled Since January...

...While the Inventory of Listings
Not Under Contract Has Dropped
by Nearly Half.

As the charts above indicate, we
are still in an extreme sellers market,
where there is only one month’s
supply of active listings. What that
means is that the number of current
active listings is equal to the number
of listings which are selling in just
one month.
By contrast, many of the previous
years were characterized by a buyer’s market. Until January 2013, the
inventory was five months or more,
reaching a peak of 19 months in

January 2011. During 2013, the inventory declined gradually from 5
months in January to about 2 months
in December, and you can see
above how it dropped to just one
month in the first half of this year. I
dare say that it can’t go much lower.
What will the second half of 2014
bring? I don’t have a crystal ball, but
I suspect that the number of new
listings will continue to rise in coming
months, but inventory will remain
below two months.

This Week’s Featured New Listings From Golden Real Estate
Do You Want to Live in the Mountains or Just Look at Them? These Listings Let You Choose!
1982, the 18-unit buildThe home on the
$250,000
$131,900
ing is part of the Telluleft is located a few
ride Condos, which
miles east of Bailey in
feature such amenities
Burland Ranchettes
as a community pool
The address is 179
and clubhouse. You’ll
Juniper Lane. Within
like this community’s
easy commuting disproximity to Red Rocks
tance of Denver (30
Community College
minutes to C-470), you
and its light rail station,
will be amazed by the
Take a Video Tour at www.BaileyHome.info
More Pictures at www.LakewoodCondo.info
and to the restaurants
quiet atmosphere and
look at them from your suburban balcony, perhaps on Union Blvd. It is also close to the new St. Anbeautiful mountain views from the oversized comyou’d like the 971-sq.-ft. Lakewood condo pictured thony’s Hospital campus. Visit the two listings’
posite deck and large windows. The kitchen has
websites, then call listing agent Mark Spencer for
granite countertops. It also has hardwood flooring. at right. The address is 441 Wright St., Unit 226.
a private showing! His number is 303-842-4480.
It has 2 bedrooms and one bathroom. Built in
The rest of the house features wall-to-wall carpeting. With 3 bedrooms and 2 baths, there is a bath
on each level. There is a gas fireplace in the upper
family room and also in the lower living room. Built
Broker/Owner
in 1984, the total living space is 1,840 square feet,
and the lot size is 0.9 acres.
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